Abstract— Security of information plays a vital role in Data Communication through Internet. Data may exist in many forms like Text, Images, Audio, and Video etc. Definitely there is a need to protect the data from unauthorized access. Cryptography plays an important role to encode and decode the Information. This proposed algorithm offers a technique to encrypt the information in MATLAB using matrices and generates a password to decrypt the information. Since matrices have unique powerful concept, which can be easily understood and can be applied efficiently for encrypting and storing information. The proposed algorithm generates a key matrix which depends on rank of input matrix, is used for encryption and matrix addition is employed for encrypting the information. Within the same manner decryption is done at receiver end by subtracting by Key matrix, after entering the correct password only.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays communication is a very important aspect in our daily life. Therefore security plays an important role in transferring the information. Cryptography is one of the most important methods to secure information. Cryptography is a technique which allow human-being to encrypt the data in such a way that the decryption can be performed without the aid of sender. There are several encryption and decryption algorithms available for encrypting the data at sender end and decrypting the same at receiver side ensuring secure data transformation. All have the same basics of cryptography shown in figure1. We have proposed a new algorithm for encryption and decryption of text message which is explained in section II.
II. PROPOSED CRYPTOSYSTEM

A. Algorithm for Encryption

i. Maximum number of character 20 (Case sensitive).

ii. Define alphabets to numbers as:
   \[a=1, b=-1, c=2, d=-2, e=3, f=-3, \ldots, o=-8, p=-8, q=-9, r=10, s=-10, t=11, u=-11, v=12, w=-12, x=13, y=-13, z=13\,.

iii. Input Text.

iv. Decimal format for input text:

v. All the characters will arranged in of 4×5 matrix say it D.

vi. Find Rank R of D and use it to find Key matrix

\[
K = \begin{bmatrix}
1 - R & 2 + R & 3 + R & 4 - R & 5 + R \\
5 - R & 4 + R & 2 - R & 3 + R & 1 + R \\
2 + R & 1 + 2R & 3 - R & 5 - R & 4 - R \\
3 - R & 1 + R & 2 - R & 4 + R & 5 - R
\end{bmatrix}
\]

of 4×5 and also use Rank to generate password for decryption of text.

vii. Add matrix D to Matrix K to find encrypted matrix E (i.e. E=D+K).

viii. Numeric range of matrix input in E is -16 to 22. Define different characters to each number.

ix. Converting matrix input to text form we get encrypted text

B. Algorithm for Decryption

i. Enter the password.

ii. Find Matrix L by Subtracting key matrix K from E i.e \(L=E-K\). Compare with D we get input matrix D.

III. MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION

![MATLAB code snippet](image-url)
IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed algorithm presents a text encryption and decryption method based on simple matrix operations like addition and subtraction. Experiment results show that the proposed encryption and decryption method is reasonably feasible and effective that can be extensively used for the purpose of secure data storage and transmission.

V. FUTURE WORK

In this paper length of text is limited to 20 characters but it can be extended to n characters by taking larger input matrix, and input matrix can be used as Key matrix so that its input numbers range is between -3 to 9 using mathematical operation. Also input numbers range can be extended by defining extra characters.
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